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FERPA:
Initially passed to give parents access to student records (Buckley Amendment), and to 
have those records amended, and to give parents some control over those records, 
including disclosure of those records. After age of 18, with some exceptions, that 
control is handed over to the student. 

In 2012 FERPA had, what I consider, a significant amendment: Allow allow for the 
disclosure of PII, without student or parent consent where institutions have contracted 
with organizations to conduct studies or audits of the effectiveness of education 
programs.

IRB
National Research Act: Passed- 1974. The major impetus for finally passing this act was 
the Tuskegee syphyllis study.
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-Experts disagree on what data counts as a part of the academic record. (Wasson, 
2003).
-Changes to the definition of “school official” allowed for sharing of information to third 
parties with a legitimate educational interest, w/o student consent. 
-Erosion of FERPA x Learning analytics has only led to the further erosion of student 

privacy  
-Schools make the case that data being transferred is deidentified data is not 
anonymized. Even if the data has been fully anonymized, neither students, nor parents 
in the K-12 realm, have control over what is being transferred to third parties.

-Currently, the balance of control of student data lies with the institution, not with the 
student or parent. 
-FERPA does not require notification or opt-in or opt-out procedures. 
-> Instructure (owner of Canvas) acts as a third party actor, which then gives them the 
privileges granted under FERPA
-> Consortium such as Unizin (Oregon State, Indiana, University of Florida, Colorado 
State, Michigan (Dean of Libraries is on the Board), Minnesota (Dean of the Libraries is 
on the Board), Wisconsin-Madison, Penn State, Ohio State, University of Iowa, 
Nebraska-Lincoln, or agreements such as those between Apple and Duke, University of 
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Oklahoma, University of Alabama, Johns Hopkins, Temple, & Santa Clara are a part of 
this continued erosion of FERPA rights. 
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Third parties aren’t governed by IRBs. Hence Pearson can get away with what they did. 

As a colleague said to me the other day “I worry if we manipulate 1 variable in a 
student’s life, what is the long term implication? Don’t they get to have a choice in that 
manipulation?”

So, IRB is set up to examine risk of research that is going to impact a human life. At 
what point does big data impact human life? If learning analytics research is impacting 
human life, shouldn’t it be reviewed? What is the definition of impacting human life? 

“Significantly, data science often falls into that odd linguistic gap: research about 
humans that is not human- subjects research. Ioannidis (2013) calls this the ‘‘oxymoron 
of research that is not research,’’ when research is considered simultaneously 
powerfully insightful about human lives, but inconsequential when accounting for 
potential harms” –Metcalf & Crawford, WHAT data is obtained, and HOW it is 
obtained…. SHOULDN’T it matter WHAT HAPPENS AFTER???  

“Big Data’s analytics are simply too dynamic and unpredictable to determine if and 
when particular information or analyses will become or generate PII “-Crawford & 
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Schultz, 2014

The Common Rule needs to reflect that even anonymous, public data sets can produce 
harms depending on how they are used  - Metcalf & Crawford, 2016, pg 11. 
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Yes, I am sending articles to Melanie. 
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